Repo Remarketing Growth
Expands Sales Team Into The Southeastern U.S.
Responding to its expanding market growth in the South and Eastern US, Repo Remarketing’s
Founder and CEO, Lance Gartner has added depth to his sales staff. ‘It is my pleasure to
announce that Adam Hamza has been named Regional Executive Account Manager for Repo
Remarketing. As Regional Executive Account Manager, Adam will oversee the sales activities
and client services in the South and Southeastern United States’ said Lance. ‘Adam’s
experience in the automotive and credit union industries will keep our service focused on
individual client needs while we continue to build a fluid performance platform’, Lance
continued.
Adam’s automotive career began while growing up as the son of an automotive dealer and he
has never lost his interest in the automotive industry. Prior to joining Repo Remarketing Adam
held positions with Chrysler Financial in collections and at Digital Insight working with credit
unions on an internet lending process. For the past 14 years Adam has expanded his skills in
consultative sales to include creating, developing and implementing territory development and
sales processes. Adam is known for listening to client needs, developing a plan to increase
efficiencies while providing the service that the credit union deserves.
Adam is joining the successful Repo Remarketing team that has been providing proven
solutions with solid results to credit unions for over ten years. Adam’s experience includes
expertise in many areas of Repo Remarketing’s service package, which includes: skip tracing,
repossession, transportation, inspection, valuation, reporting and remarketing. Adam’s goal is a
simple one: provide a trustworthy bridge to recover and remarket credit union inventory
efficiently, simply and profitably. With this goal in mind, Adam will be an important part of the
marketing and sales efforts for credit unions that take place through high volume regional
auctions in the South and Southeastern US.
Repo Remarketing is an independent, customer focused, national recovery and liquidation
service for credit unions. To learn more about uniting your Credit Union with industry standard
solutions and breakthrough technologies, contact Claudia Plascencia,
claudiap@RepoRemarketing.com, (916) 725-2708, ext.105 or visit www.RepoRemarketing.com
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